
E P A ORAL HEARING RE PROPOSED INClNERATQ)R AT CAlItRONSTQWN. 

Submission / Observations , From Pat 0 Brien , No Incineration Alliance. 
Local Resident; Married, 5 &l&en, 3&htm&cs. 
Living under shadowofcement factory chimney. Don’t wish shadow to increase; 

11 Emissions; 
Indinerators are generally recognised as being one ofthe major emitters 

Of dioxin in the world. 
We know dioxins are cancer causing agents, why given the amount of cancer in this 
region already would anybody want to build or develop anything that would for definite 
Increase those levels of dioxin in the environment even further, and therefore increase the 
levels ofpedplewith cstn~~~~~~~~~~~~ie~~~~e~~~s thatntreadyexist. 
No increase is welcome no matter what percentage, no more illness is acceptable, 
No more young deaths are needed, enough really is.enough. 
I honestly believe the E.P.A, as a protection agencv have a duty of care in this area, 
And must not abandon that duty by licensing an industry they know full well, 
Given the amount of evidence produced here this week, and in Cork recently, 
Will increase the levels of dioxin in this area and their firr increase the levels of illness 
As well, as outlined above. 

21 Monitor&: 
As outlined by Dr Gallaghan yesterday, it is not possible to monitor continuously the 

dioxin emission levels from &is p&& i& real time. 
At best what we will. get is a snap shot at the company’s leisure, once or twice a month 
maybe, with the E.P:A, playing no real role in this whatsoever, as I understand it, other 
than Being a collector I receiver ofthe information for examination. 

This inspires no confidence i.n this plant been s&ely monitored and regulated, 
At best it is selfmonitoring, with or no involvement Corn the EPA, at worst if the epa 
Licence this plant, they will be granting a licence to this company to kill members of the 
Local population, the only &3p&-e 3vill be &XV many ;wh+33 =d where. 

Waste; 
On day one John Ahem erwder quest&i&g f&m myseKadm&ed, the company would 
seek to get waste f?om other parts ofthe country, other than the north east region, it’s 
supposed to be designed for, and that the plant size could and probably would grow 
substantially in size as a result, over time. 

If this 5cm.m which seems hi@y likely,, then we will also have to contend with a huge 
increase in the volume of heavy lorries travelling to and Corn site delivering waste and 
exporting hazardous ash to destinations unknown, at this time. 
This will have huge impli-cx&~~ &~~~&a& perspective ,alone, not to mention a serious 
deterioration in an already low air quality base. 
I can’t help but wonder ifthe company still have ins&Gent tonnage will they seek to 
import waste Tom oatside the cozplii~y, as is HZ& with such pla& elsewhere, 
It seems hi&Iv likelv. 
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-%%ether you are for or against this proposal, most people would agree it seems total 
madness to built a toxic waste incinerator on top of an aquifer and potentially one of the 
largest supplies of top class drinking water in the country, especially at a time when this 
very valuable fesoum3 is bwo&g very scm33 in rthis regbn, almost to crisis levels, 
Given the continuous ever increasing rise in population figures within this region. 
It seems highly likely this resource will have to tapped into in the near fitture to supply 
An ever increasing demand, 
What will be the outcome if this plant is allowed to go ahead , and there is a spillage that 
leaks into the water supply, how many lives will be effected, how many families will 
suffer, who will take responsibility, the company, the agency, the govt, who. 
Nobody can guarantee it wont happen, it could, if this plant goes ahead, and the only way 
Of being sure there will be accidents, is n& ts license t&s plant now. 

Any risk that is avoidable is unacceptable, and as heard from both the company’s experts 
Dr Callaghan, and Dr Portor, an ati lot of theory, assumption, is used to project the so 
called best results for this plant given pe6ect working conditions. 
Alas we don’t five in a per&ct world, we live in a world Ml ofaccidents, machines break 
down, malfunction, we get human error f&to& in as well, and you find there is no 
perfect situation scenario, just a lot of hot air, f&i1 oftheory, assumption, leading to a 
complete insignificant amount of confidence in either of the experts or there systems, 
Which both admitted they have no expertise in the development or running of 
incinerators. 

ACCIDENTS; 
The company indaver, project the perfect image, the perfect incinerator management 
team, no accidents no errors, no failures, etc. 
But in the world ofin&eration there is no such thingas perfection, as can be seen 
From the major accident in Antwerp Belgium, where there state of the art incinerator 
Was in excess of 2000 times over the legal limits for dioxin limits for an extended period 
Of time between 2 and 3 months, 
During that period of time not one alarm system indicated anything was wrong, so the 
public were left completely at risk to that serious exposure all that time, to me that’s 
incredible incompetence, at any level. 
What would the scenario be here, if a similar thing happened, would it destroy f&g, 
Would it destroy the food chain, would it poison our water supply, would people have to 
Be evacuated as in other parts ofthe world recently, how many people and there families 
would be effected, in what way and for how long, these to me are all serious questions 
and concerns and shudd be addressed, betire +&is agency even consider providing a 
licence for this plant. 
Another question that comes to mind is who will compensate all of the above, who is 
prepared to underwrite this unacceptable risk, will the company, will the EPA, agency, 
the body providing the licence, or will the dept of health or the govt, themselves, seen as 
they seem to be promoting this industry here in Ireland. 

One thing I don’t accept from the company is that no problems occurred in Antwerp as a 
result of this accident, that’s a complete nonsense, you can’t expose everything and 
everybody to an accident of that magnitude, for that period of time and have no problems, 
it all depends on time, what goes up, must come down, its only a matter of where and 
how long it takes to re emerge in the food chain, it also depends on who looks, where 
they look, and how interested they really are in finding anything or reporting it. 
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I believe- W time the pple &hat regirr c&the world will pay a heavy price for this 
accident, with the I&es and web being of the people hving there. 
You can’t pump thousands of tans of a cancer causing agent out into the atmosphere for 
several months and not -pay ahuge price, itsonlv a matier of time 

One of the main faeilityy”s in this region and immediately down wind of this project is 
The Lourdes hospital, and within that the maternity unit, 
Given that young babies and indeed the unborn are considered the most at risk, why in 
the name of god would anybody or any institution allow a smoking time bomb just a few 
Kilometres down the road, and more importantly directly in line of oncoming plume. 
All of the mothers and tkere babies 61% be r&xoed-at a totalk~ unacoentable risk. 

THIS area has enough heavy industry, enough illness, enough problems, without adding 
to them, and we certainly don’t welcome anything or anybody that might add to them in 
any way shape or form. 
When you talk about death related illnesses like cancer, and you talk about increased 
percentage lev& of a fx~mponent f&e dioxin~ it seems crazy to me, who in there right 
mind would license anything anywhere &at wetid guarantee an increase in the levels of 
cancer in any region, as this proposal most definitely will. 
It is my opinion that the agerioy has ma&r ~~s~b~~~~ here, and must not licence 
anything that will cause increased levels ofenvironmental poDution anywhere. 

Nimbv is a much xn3imm3d YVo~:k kz3s .3lzizny rnd@, including the fallotig; 
Not in my back yard, no% in minister’s back yard, N.I.A.B.Y. means not in anybody’s 
back yard, And of course 
NJ.. J.B.Y. meansn~tinj&ns bax& yard;. rn~~,~~~~~j~~ Abeam ofrndaver who 
rightly indicated some time ago, he would not want to live beside this plant either. 
I agree with ah ~ft.he above ., n&o& wan& ZBX irxinerator aear &rar, nub&y trusts them, 
And nobody shouid have them &mposod on ;&em, ~espe&xUy .when there are many viable 
alternatives, to what is a destructive industry in every sense of the word., 
It destroys waste? i~destmys reseus~es~ am& it, s lives. 

Finaly 
I would have b state s&on&y 9 b&eve&e YE.%%, 2s ZGI .ztgx~~y is in gross violation 
Of European convention article 6, which relates to equality, fair play, and equal 
resources, legal and otherwise. for everybody while. evex~ts such as this are taking place. 

Quiet obviously the community groups could not retain expensive legal assistance, 
Like the company G&aver, .a.& in the ~z&senee& any 9ega.l tid or 5nancid assistance 
from the agency or board, it Mlows quiet Elearly that our rights were clearly contravened 
And that the agency failed in its duty to protect said rights under the human rights act 

2003 _ 
We reiy on simiIa.r rights flbwing from the priticiples of naturaI/ constitutionaI justice. 
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